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Level 1: Hotel Fukushima 
======================== 
Gabe and Lian have come to Tokyo on the trail of Shi Hao, the leader of  
a chinese army rebelian. It is believed that he is trying to reproduce  
the Syphon Filter virus to aid his insurgent movement and is enlisting  
the help of the J.R.A (Japanese Renbilian Army), a japanese terrorist  
group. 

A meeting between Shi Hao and the J.R.A is planned for tonight in the  
Shinjuku district. Across the street, Gabe must use room 413 of the  
hotel Fukushima as a snipers nest, his target, Shi Hao and his highest  
ranking luitennants, if they die, the rebelian dies, and Syphon Filter  
is prevented from falling into the wrong hands. 

Level 2: Costa Rican Plantation 
=============================== 
Logans testimony from the congressional record: 

"In agust 1999, Lian and I where given a difficult mission, infiltrate  
Rhomers operation and rendezvous with ellis, our undercover agent and  
help him complete his mission. The order came from my agency C.O, Edward  
Benton. At that time I didn't question his orders." 

"Lian and I made the drop successfully but got seperated. The plantation  
was spread out and heavily guarded. I knew we where in trouble when we  
hit the first traps, automated machine gun nests, it was pretty obvious  
that Rhomer didn't want visitors. 

Level 3: C4 Galaxy Transport 
============================ 
Logans Testimony from the congressional record: 

"Lian had discoverd from Elsa Wiessinger, one of Rhomers Lab  
technitions, that Rhomer was readying in a cargo plane for escape. He  
had ordered all the plantation workers to be killed and loaded the plane  
with crates filled with the extract from the plants he was growing" 

"I boarded the plane determined to stop him. What I didn't know at the  



time was that Rhomer was already working for the agency, that my iwn C.D  
had betrayed me to get his hands on Syphon Filter. One of the things the  
agency supplied Rhomer with was the same advanced armour that I would  
later find on jason chance" 

Level 4: Pugari Gold Mine 
========================= 
Mujari's testimnoy from the congressional record: 

"In 1984 I was a soldier for the african national council fighting to  
liberate my African Brothers from aparthied. On August 24th of that  
year, Venik Smith, Shawon Dejesus and I infiltrated the Pugari South  
African mining corp. to sabotage the facilities and free the indentured  
workers." 

"We discovered that many of the workers had been exposed to some unknown  
biological agent that was unearthed deep within the mines. A foreman  
named Samuel Jones, sealed the sick men in one of the mines to keep them  
from infecting the other workers. For me, it became a mission of great  
loss and deep regret." 

Level 5: Pugari Complex 
======================== 
Mujari's testimony from the congressional record: 

"As I was setting the explosives, I was attacked by guards. The  
explosives were hit and went off, prematurely. I quickly took cover and  
survived, but the structure of the mines had been comprimised and they  
began to collapse. I would of perished had not Smith been able to  
activate the power to the railways. Getting to the mine carts was my  
only chance." 

"They were determined to prevent me from finding the sick workers. I  
began to wonder why, what had happened to them? why were they  
Quarrantined? I was going to find the answer, and nothing was going to  
stop me. Not even an army of Afrikaners. 

Level 6: Kabul, Afghanistan 
=========================== 
Lian Xing's testimony from the congressional record: 

"I was in Kabul gathering evidence of soviet commander Uri Gregorov's  
troop movements. The city was heavily patrolled, and snipers were  
everywhere. I had to be careful because Chinese intel showed the soviets  
had developed a weapon that could penetrate solid objects. I knew my  
mission would be easy if I got my hands on that gun." 

"Somehow I managed to walk into a Soviet ambush, i would of been killed  
but an american Army Ranger saved me. He said his name was Gabe Logan. I  
agreed to help him get his truckload of arms for the rebels into the  
city be creating a diversion."  

Level 7: S.S Lorelli 
==================== 
While Lian is testifying in Washington, gabe is in Ireland tracking down  
another shipment of the Syphon Filter virus. Working with his M16  
counterpart Maggie Powers, gabe must ensure that the shipload of Viral  
Containers never reaches it's destination. 

To do this, Gabe must infiltrate the ship and plant explosives in key  



locations. The bombs are timed to go off while the ship is at sea, thus  
sending it to the bottom of the atlantic. Gabe knows he must also find  
the ships manifest so he can find out where the virus is being tested.  
He needs any evidence he can find that will help him discover who is  
behind the shadowy organisation controlling the agency. 

Level 8: Aztec Ruins 
==================== 
Lian Xing's testimony from the congressional record: 

"Rhomers group had kidnapped an impressive list of world renowned  
scientists and medical technitions to work in his labs. Benton was very  
concerned that I get them out alive. The agency needed their knoledge to  
help decipher whatever the plants were being used for" 

"I was also ordered to collect samples of the plant materials they were  
synthesizing. Somewhere they were using computers to model the plants  
chemistry. I had to collect the data disks and destroy the computers. At  
the time, we had not heard of the term 'Syhpon Filter'" 

Level 9: Waterfront 
=================== 
While Lian continues her testimony in Washington concerning their first  
Syphon Filter mission together, Gabe is busy with problems of his own in  
Ireland. While he planted the explosives on S.S Lorelli, and obtained  
the shipping manifest, Maggie Powers' MI6 team were attacked by the ARM. 

Somehow the ARM had discovered the constortium's plans to drop viral  
containers at this dockyard, and have already unloaded several  
truckloads of the virus. Gabe knows he can't let any of the trucks to  
escape. If the ARM gets it's hands on Syphon Filter, Europe will never  
be the same. 

Level 10: Docks, Final Assault 
============================== 
Gabe has found and contained four of the ARM trucks which were loaded  
with the stolen viral containers, but two more remain and he has no idea  
where to find them. Gabe had Maggie to order her team to spread out  
quickly across the dockyards in a search and destroy pattern. 

A emergency radio call comes in from Maggie's best field agent, Nigel  
Cummings, is being pinned down by sniper fire in the north dockyards,  
Gabe has to get there as quickly as he can. That area of the wharf is a  
labyrinth of shipping containers: the perfect place to hide a truck.  
Gabe knows he doesn't have muchtime. 

Level 11: Convoy 
================ 
Logan's testimony from the congressional record: 

"After our team was wiped out, I was ordered to scout ahead and clear  
the road of hostiles, while Ellis stayed near the truck. Someone, either  
the Afghan rebels or the Soviets, had mined the roads and only Ellis had  
the expertise to diffuse them." 

"I had reconned the general area some moths ago before, so I knew the  
desert was riddled with rebel trenches and tunnels and the road passed  
directly in front of ancient fortress ruins which they had been using  
for a headquarters. I only hoped that they had not blown the bridge one  
click north." 



Level 12: The Beast 
=================== 
Logan's testimony from the congressional record: 

"Lians diversion worked perfectly. I don't know what she did, but  
suddenly an entire garrison of troops who had been defending the  
southern city walls, simply vanished and I was able to escort the truck  
into Kabul." 

"When we got close to the rendezvous point, however, we ran into even  
more trouble. A soviet T-64 was guarding the town square, and he had  
help: Soviet troops were poring in. I had no idea how a single  
infantryman was going to take out several tons of russian armour." 

Level 13: Australian Outback 
============================ 
The recovered shipping manifest from S.S Lorelli told gabe and Lian  
where the virus was being tested and shipped from. Because DR.  
Weissinger's signature was on the shipping invoices, they also knew who  
was running the medical end of the operation. They would need to capture  
her to solve the mystery of who was behind Syphon Filter. 

Since gabe was required to be in Washington to testify, Lian teamed up  
with Maggie Powers to perform the kidnapping. But Lian also had some  
other plans. She intends to obtain photographic evidence of genocide,  
sabotage the compounds communications, and take out as many terrorists  
as she can. She vows that when she is finished, no one will ever be  
infected with this virus again. 

Level 14: St George, Australia 
============================== 
After capturing DR. Elsa Weissenger, Lian discovers that the consortium  
has been testing different strains of the virus on the local population  
of aborigines. Lian forces Weissenger to synthesize the vaccine so that  
Lian can help as many of the nearby villagers as she can. 

But commander Silver is on an accelerated timetable. Under orders from  
Mara Aramov, he is to shut down the entire operation, killing not only  
the aborigines, but the medical staff. Lian knows that she can't let  
herslef be seen by the compound guards until she eliminates Silvers, or  
many innocents will die. 

Level 15: Paradise Ridge 
======================== 
Teresa's testimony from the congressional record: 

"My Granfather had owned a cabin on the ridge just south of where the  
FBI said the sattelite went down. I used to spend my summers up there,  
so I knew the area pretty well. I guess that's why my ATF unit leader  
gave me the job to recon the mountain pass up to the impact area."   

"I also knew the sort of people who lived up here: MIners, Hunters,  
Militia, Survivalists. Folks like the unabomber who shunned people,  
mistrusted outsiders, and especially hated the government. I knew that  
if people like Oakton had got hold of the government satellite, there  
was going to be one hell of a fight." 

Level 16: Militia Compound 
========================== 



Teresa's testimony from the congressional record. 

"The moment I saw those government agents murder Earl Oakton in cold  
blood, my entire world changed. I was a trained law enforcement officer,  
and there I was, unknowingly part of some conspiracy that was way  
outside the law. it tokk me back to my own roots, where my ancestors had  
been cheated and murdered in the name of civilisation." 

"The situation got complicated real quick, there was no way I was going  
to kill Oaktons family or his followers, nor was I going to kill ATF  
agents, who were innocent, like me, but the place was crawling with NSA  
hiten who were passing as FBI, and I had seen what they were capable of,  
up close."
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